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The Senate commission of investigation came to a conclusion on the Marianne Fund - A fund 
meant to fight separatism, but the use of its money raises questions. Secretary of State Marlène 
Schiappa, in charge of the fund, is targeted. "The lack of rigor, the opacity and the casualness led 
to the fiasco" denounce the senators, who speak of an "operation of communication. 
 
A solemn march is organized this evening in Marseille in the 11th arrondissement, following the 
death of a 27-year-old young man last weekend during the riots. According to the autopsy, his 
death may have been caused by a flash ball fired by the police. This impact supposedly caused a 
cardiac arrest. We do not know if the victim participated in the riots; the judicial police and the 
IGPN are in charge of the investigation. 
 
Ex-soccer player Tony Vairelles is sentenced to 18 months in prison by the Nancy Court of Appeal 
- A sentence which may, however, be adjusted, to avoid going to prison. 
The former French international was on trial with three of his brothers for shooting at the security 
guards of a nightclub in Meurthe-et-Moselle in 2011. Tony Vairelles has always claimed his 
innocence. 
 
And the police officer responsible for the fatal shooting of Nahel remains in prison, in pre-trial 
detention. This was decided by the investigating chamber of the Versailles Court of Appeal which 
followed the requisitions of the general prosecutor's office. The 38-year-old brigadier is indicted 
for intentional homicide, he is imprisoned at the prison de la santé. 
 
And to finish: A new boss for the Medef: Patrick Martin succeeds Geoffroy Roux de Bézieux at 
the head of the employers' organization. He was elected today during the electoral assembly 
meeting in Meudon. The head of the company wins with 73% of votes against his competitor 
Dominique Carlac. Patrick Martin will be at the head of the Medef for five years. 
 
 


